
Buzin Watch 
 

Those pesky Red Crested Pochards! The last we heard, the latest Buzin was to be issued 
towards the end of January, but since then barely a quack has been heard. Scharning still 
has the issue in his excellent listings and one, just one, dealer advertised them briefly in 
February, but then even that swiftly disappeared. 
 
I asked Mark O’Neill, a dealer and BSS member if he knew what was happening. He advised 
that the stamp certainly exists but seemingly is not for sale via philatelic outlets or websites 
in Belgium. This was passed onto him by Veerle Verherst of Bpost. They have said that it 
will not be available through the World Online Philatelic Agency (WOPA) and, crucially, they 
also appear to be unavailable outside of Belgium. Despite being produced and printed by 
the usual sources, it is understood that Stanley Gibbons (SG) are now querying the legitimacy 
of the stamp if it is not universally available to the public.   
 
For those who purchase via Ebay, an issue would not be validated by them if SG declined to 
list them because of lack of availability. I have heard criticisms of Bpost, but this seems, 
well, (sorry), just quackers. To quote Mark, “Time will tell if any emerge on the market.” 
If I hear anything further, it will be in another Buzin Watch.    
 

          
 

In my original article on Buzins, I failed to mention the existence of two other formats that 
Buzins have been issued in and I am very grateful to the member who brought one of these 
to my attention. The full detail really deserves another article, but briefly, there is a 
plethora of postal stationery with printed Buzins, including yellow postcards, closed (seal-
able) postcards, postcards in Euro’s and change of address postcards. And just a few of 
them? No ways! As well as covering a number of values they are also printed in Dutch, 
French, Dutch & French, French & Dutch and German & French. I have calculated that there 
are fifty one altogether to collect. I have just one! 
 
In addition, there are at least eight private issues. These include books of stamps and a 
postcard issued through a number of organisations. They cover just six species and I suspect 
could be tricky to track down. As ever, I have a spreadsheet with the details if anyone wants 
to know more.   

https://www.pexels.com/photo/binoculars-blur-close-up-equipment-373335/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bpost_logo.svg
http://wopa-stamps.com/index.php?controller=country&action=index&loc=BE

